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A concept of an easily tunable device based on hybrid Tamm modes is proposed. The device can be controlled using
a high-sensitivity chiral liquid crystal serving as a mirror. The coupling of the chiral optical Tamm state with the
Tamm plasmons is predicted. The Tamm plasmons are excited at different frequencies for the orthogonal linear
polarizations, while the chiral Tamm state is excited at only one frequency. The properties of the proposed model
are analytically and numerically calculated. The possibility of creating a two- and three-mode laser with tunable
characteristics on the basis of the proposed model is discussed. ©2020Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Tamm modes, including Tamm plasmons (Tamm plasmon
polaritons) and optical Tamm states, have been intensively stud-
ied for more than a decade [1–3]. The interest in these modes is
due to their potential for application in lasers [4], emitters [5,6],
absorbers [7,8], and sensors [9] as well as photovoltaic [10],
topological photonic [11,12], and other devices [13–16].

The Tamm modes can be strongly coupled with each other
or with resonances of a different nature, e.g., the cavity modes,
exciton polaritons, and surface plasmons [17–22]. Such hybrid
modes are characterized by avoided crossing of two resonances
at the detuning of the position of one of the resonances, which is
widely used in sensors [23,24].

Liquid crystals are promising for wavelength-tunable Tamm
plasmons [14,25–27]. They can be used both as service compo-
nents for changing the optical properties and as Bragg reflectors.
In the latter case, as a rule, cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs)
are used. In contrast to scalar dielectric multilayers, CLCs have
the only band gap at the normal incidence, which exists exclu-
sively for the circular polarization of light co-handed with the
cholesteric helix twist [28].

In contrast to the case of metals or conventional dielectric
materials, the circularly polarized radiation reflected from a
CLC preserves its polarization direction. Therefore, it is difficult
to observe the Tamm modes localized between a CLC and a
metallic layer [13,29,30]. A possible tool for observing them
is a polarization-preserving (handedness-preserving or chiral)
anisotropic mirror (PPAM) [31–33].

Here we discuss the design of a device based on hybrid Tamm
modes. The proposed structure supports the Tamm modes of
two types: the Tamm plasmon (TP) and the chiral optical Tamm
state (COTS). It is proposed to tune the COTS spectral position
by changing the parameters that are only inherent in a chiral
medium, such as a CLC.

2. DESIGN OF THE DEVICE

Figure 1 shows a design of the proposed device. A multilayer
anisotropic mirror is bounded by a metallic film on one side
and by a cholesteric layer on the other. The mirror is a struc-
ture that preserves the polarization of the incident light. It
consists of N periods of alternating uniaxial dielectric layers
with refractive indices nm

e and nm
o . Thus, each PPAM layer is

anisotropic with nm
e and nm

o . Herewith, each layer is rotated
relative to the previous one by 90◦. The PPAM period thickness
is 2a . A cholesteric is characterized by extraordinary and ordi-
nary refractive indices ne and no and helix pitch p . The angle
between the CLC director and the optical axis of the PPAM
layer adjacent to it is designated by ϕ. The PPAM layer adjacent
to the metallic film with thickness dm was assumed to have
different thickness d . The structure is surrounded by a medium
with the refractive index equal to the averaged CLC refractive
index next = (ne + no )/2. Such an approach makes it possible to
weaken the effect of Fresnel reflection on the spectral properties
of the sample.

The two Tamm modes that can be excited in the proposed
structure are the TP localized at the metal–mirror interface and
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the structure consisting of a metal film, a
polarization-preserving anisotropic mirror (PPAM), and a cholesteric
liquid crystal (CLC). Color arrows show the directions of the optical
axes of the PPAM layers.

the COTS localized at the PPAM–cholesteric interface. It is
expected that the change in the parameters of the mirror allows
us to tune the coupling between the modes.

At the interface between the metallic film and the multilayer
Bragg reflector, the role of which in the investigated model is
played by the PPAM, a TP can be excited. The TP frequency is
determined from the condition [3]

rMerPPAMe 2iχ
= 1, (1)

where rMe and rPPAM are the amplitude reflectivities of the
metallic and PPAM layers, and χ = na dω/c is the phase varia-
tion in the wave with frequency ω propagating in the boundary
layer with thickness d and refractive index na .

The amplitude reflectivity of a multilayer consisting of N
periods is determined using the equation [34]

rPPAM =
CUN−1

AUN−1 −UN−2
. (2)

In Eq. (2), UN =
sin 2a(N+1)K

sin 2a K , and K = 1
2a arccos( A+D

2 ) is the
Bloch wavenumber.

Since we only analyze the case of normal incidence, the ele-
ments A, B , C , and D of the transfer matrix for one cell, which
relate the amplitudes of plane waves in the first layer of the
unit cell to the amplitudes in the neighboring unit cell, can be
written as

A= e ik1za
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2
i
(
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,
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,

D= e−ik1za
[

cos k2za −
1

2
i
(
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+
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)
sin k2za

]
, (3)

where k1z = (ω/c )nm2

e and k2z = (ω/c )nm2

o are the wave
vectors for the first and second media, respectively.

The amplitude reflectivity rMe of the metallic layer can be
determined using the Airy formula [35]:

rMe =
r12 + r23e 4πdmωnm/c

1+ r12r23e 4πdmωnm/c
. (4)

In Eq. (4), r12 =
next−nm
next+nm

and r23 =
nm−na
nm+na

. Here, na is the refrac-
tive index of the layer adjacent to the metal, and dm and nm are
the thickness and refractive index of the metal, respectively,
which is expressed, in the Drude approximation, by the formula

n2
m = ε0 −

ω2
p

ω(ω+ iγ )
, (5)

where ε0 is the contribution of the ionic subsystem, ωp is the
plasma frequency, andγ is the reciprocal relaxation time.

Near the Bragg frequency of the mirror, the amplitudes
rPPAM and rMe are almost unity. We designate the phases of the
waves reflected from the PPAM and metal by ϕPPAM and ϕMe,
respectively, and write Eq. (1) in the form

πm = ϕPPAM + ϕMe + 2χ, (6)

where m is an arbitrary integer.
A feature of the investigated model is that, at the interface

between the metal and the PPAM, the TP is excited at differ-
ent frequencies for the orthogonal linear polarizations of the
incident light.

The frequency of the COTS localized at the interface between
two media with reflectivities rPPAM and rCLC and the angle
between the CLC director and optical axis of the last anisotropic
layer adjacent to the CLC ϕ can be found similarly from the
equation [33]

rPPAMrCLCe 2iϕ
= 1. (7)

The amplitude reflectivity of a cholesteric is [28]

rCLC =
iδ sin qd

((qτ/κ2) cos qd + i((τ/2κ)2 + (q/κ)2 − 1) sin qd
.

(8)

Here δ =
(n2

e−n2
0)

(n2
e+n2

0)
, κ =

ω
√
((n2

e+n2
0)/2)

c , and τ = 4π
p is the CLC

reciprocal lattice vector. The wave vector of the mode diffracting
in the CLC, which has a band gap, is

q = κ

√
1+ (τ/2κ)2 −

√
(τ/κ)2 + δ2. (9)

Near the Bragg frequency, the amplitudes rPPAM and rCLC

are almost unity. We designate the phases of the waves reflected
from the PPAM and CLC by ϕPPAM and ϕCLC and write Eq. (7)
in the form

πm = ϕPPAM + ϕCLC + 2ϕ. (10)

Thus, in the proposed structure (Fig. 1), the frequencies of
certain excited resonances are determined using Eqs. (6) or (10).
The two modes are localized at different PPAM boundaries. It
is expected that, at small PPAM thickness, the electromagnetic
field profiles of the localized modes are spatially overlapped.
When mode frequencies coincide, the coupling between the
resonances leads to their splitting.
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We mainly consider the case of the normal incidence of
circularly polarized light onto the structure. This is due to the
fact that the cholesteric eigenmode has quasi-circular polariza-
tion [28]. In addition, the circular polarization can always be
presented as a sum of orthogonal linear polarizations.

3. RESULTS

A. Tamm Plasmons

First, we discuss the features of the excitation of pure TPs in
the proposed model (Fig. 1). For this purpose, we consider
the model without a CLC. The TP position is conventionally
tuned by changing thickness d or refractive index na of the
layer adjacent to the metallic film. For the light of each of the
linear polarizations propagating along the PPAM optical axes,
the PPAM is an anisotropic photonic crystal; therefore, at the
orthogonal linear polarizations of the incident light, the TPs
are excited at different wavelengths. Figure 2 shows the trans-
mittance spectrum for a pure TP structure without cholesteric
versus the thickness d of the layer adjacent to the metallic film.
The calculation was made using the Berreman matrix method
[36]. For the light propagating along the z axis of the cholesteric
helix with frequencyω, the equation is ∂ψ/∂z= (−iω/c )1ψ ,
whereψ(z)= (E x , Hy , E y ,−Hx )

T , and1(z) is the Berreman
matrix, which depends on the permittivity and incident wave
vector. For Berreman method implementation, we use a self-
made program verified by Lumerical commercial package
calculations. In the simulation, we used PPAM refractive indices
of nm

e = 1.71 and nm
o = 1.54, a period of 2a = 200 nm, and a

number of periods of N = 20. The metallic film thickness was
taken to be dm = 50 nm, and the other film parameters were
ε0 = 5, ~ωp = 9 eV, and ~γ = 0.02 eV, which are typical of
silver.

The white and red lines in Fig. 2 show the TP wavelengths
for the TM and TE polarizations of the incident light calculated
using Eq. (6). By TM and TE polarizations of incident light, we
mean orthogonal linear polarizations directed along the optical
axes of the first PPAM layer with refractive indices nm

e and nm
o ,

respectively. At the parameters used, the PPAM band gap cen-
ter is located at a wavelength of 650 nm. At d = 184 nm, the

Fig. 2. Transmittance spectrum of the circularly polarized incident
light for the metal–PPAM structure versus the thickness d of the layer
adjacent to the metallic film. White and red lines show positions of the
TP peaks for the orthogonal linear polarizations according to Eq. (6).
The simulation parameters are nm

e = 1.71, nm
o = 1.54, 2a = 200 nm,

N = 20, dm = 50 nm, ε0 = 5, ~ωp = 9 eV, and ~γ = 0.02 eV.

TP is excited exactly at 650 nm for the TM polarization of the
incident light.

Changing the metallic film thickness, we found that the
maximum transmittance at the TP frequency is observed at
dm = 50 nm. At smaller thicknesses the reflectivity of the film is
low, and at larger thicknesses the absorption is high.

The PPAM period variation leads to the change in the phase
of the reflectivity ϕPPAM, which results in a slight shift of the
TP frequency. At 2a = 600 nm, the TP is excited for the TM
polarization of the incident light at a wavelength of 648.6 nm
and, at 2a = 1000 nm, at a wavelength of 648.8 nm.

B. Chiral Optical Tamm State

If the proposed structure (Fig. 1) does not contain a metallic
layer, then the COTS can still be excited at the PPAM/CLC
interface. Figure 3 shows a transmittance spectrum of the
PPAM/CLC structure with different CLC helix pitches and
refractive indices identical of those of the PPAM, i.e., ne = 1.71
and no = 1.54. The parameters correspond to the mixture of
a chiral dopant (Merck, S-811) and a nematic liquid crystal
(5CB). The liquid crystal is assumed to be right handed, so
the light of right-handed circular polarization is reflected and
the light of left-handed circular polarization is transmitted
by the liquid crystal.

In the spectrum, we can see a transmission peak correspond-
ing to the COTS. The magenta line shows the COTS position
according to Eq. (10) versus CLC helix pitch p . At a helix pitch
of 400 nm, the CLC and PPAM band gaps coincide; the COTS
is excited exactly at 650 nm. The COTS frequency depends
significantly on the angle ϕ between the CLC director and the
optical axis of the last anisotropic layer adjacent to the CLC.
Hereinafter, we restrict ourselves to the case of ϕ = π/4, where
the COTS is excited exactly at the band gap center [31]. By
changing the ϕ value, one can effectively tune the spectrum
[32,33].

Fig. 3. Transmittance spectrum of the PPAM–CLC structure for
the right-hand circularly polarized light versus CLC helix pitch p . The
magenta line corresponds to the COTS frequency calculated using
Eq. (10). The CLC refractive indices are ne = 1.71 and no = 1.54, the
thickness is 4 µm, and the parameters of the PPAM are the same as in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Transmittance spectrum of the metal–PPAM–CLC struc-
ture shown in Fig. 1 versus the number of PPAM periods N for the
right-hand circular polarization of the incident light; p = 400 nm,
d = 184 nm, and the rest of the parameters are the same as in Figs. 2
and 3.

C. Hybrid Tamm Modes

When the TP and COTS frequencies in the structure shown
in Fig. 1 are matched, the electromagnetic fields of localized
modes overlap, which leads to the spectral splitting of the peaks.
Two transmittance peaks appear in the spectrum. The splitting
value depends on the PPAM thickness (Fig. 4). At N = 40 the
field profiles’ overlap is too weak to split the peaks. A decrease
in the PPAM thickness led to the overlap of the Tamm modes’
electromagnetic fields, which eliminated the degeneracy. The
frequency split, and two transmittance peaks arose in the spec-
trum. At N = 30, the splitting value is 1 nm, N = 20−6 nm,
and N = 10−19 nm.

Figure 5 shows the spatial electric field intensity distribution
in the structure for wavelength of λ= 641 nm (the case of
N = 10 in Fig. 4). The field is localized with the maxima at the
interfaces. Since the light falls from the left, the field is localized
stronger on the left boundary of the structure. With increasing
distance to the boundaries, the fields exponentially decay. Such a
field distribution confirms the excitation of hybrid modes in the
structure.

Fig. 5. Local spatial distribution of the squared electric field
strength in the structure for the right-hand circular polarization of
the incident light; p = 400 nm, d = 184 nm, and the rest of the
parameters are the same as in Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 6. Transmittance of the metal–PPAM–CLC structure shown
in Fig. 1 for the right-handed circularly polarized light versus CLC
helix pitch p . White and red lines show the positions of single TPs
calculated using Eq. (6) for the orthogonal linear polarizations.
The magenta line shows the COTS position according to Eq. (10);
p = 400 nm, d = 184 nm, and the rest of the parameters are the same
as in Figs. 2 and 3.

An important advantage of the proposed model is the use of a
CLC, which is known for its high sensitivity. Let us consider the
case d = 330 nm. At this sublayer thickness, the TPs are excited
at wavelengths of 639 and 666 nm for the TE and TM polariza-
tions of the incident light, respectively (N = 20). Changing the
helix pitch, we can sequentially hybridize the COTS with both
TPs (Fig. 6).

The investigated model based on the hybrid TP-COTS
modes can form a basis for lasers with tunable characteristics.
As was shown in Ref. [37], the laser generation can be obtained
using the TP arising at the interface between a multilayer mirror
and a silver film. The investigated sample consisted of 40 AlAs
and Ga0.95Al0.05As periods; 15 upper periods were Ga0.9In0.07As
with quantum dots serving as an active medium. The pumping
was performed through the silver layer. It was shown that, at
low powers, the generation only occurs at the exciton frequency,
while the growth of the latter leads to the generation at the
frequency of a Tamm plasmon exciton-polariton. It was men-
tioned that the hybrid character of these modes paves the way to
novel microlasers that can be excited electrically, with the metal
film serving as an electrode. The aforementioned principle of
forming an active medium is directly implementable to the
suggested metal–PPAM–CLC model. It is worth noting that a
feature of the structure based on the hybrid TP-COTS modes is
the presence of two TP lines excited for the TE and TM waves.
Thus, selecting the emission band of the quantum walls, one
can ensure laser generation at two wavelengths simultaneously.
The change of the CLC helix pitch (Fig. 6) is used to control the
emission band splitting and obtain the two- (450< p > 350) or
three-mode (350< p < 450) operation of the device.
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